Appendix 3

External Referee Letters

Appendix 3 – Handling External Referee Letters
A. File Preparation
Like all documents uploaded to AP Review, the Referee ID List, sample solicitation letter,
and external referee letters are PDFs created outside AP Review.
1.

To upload external referee letters during the File Preparation stage, you must first
upload the Referee ID List (AP-11) and a sample of the solicitation letter(s) sent to
the external referees.
Filenames for external referee letters must not include a referee’s actual name (or
any other information that might disclose their identities), but instead should be
labeled with the code used on the Referee ID List - AP-11 (“External Referee Letter
A,” or “External Referee Letter 1,” etc.).
External referee letters uploaded at this time will be unredacted.
Note: You can reorder, delete, and replace these documents until the candidate is
notified to sign the Certification of Departmental Review.
If you delete the Referee ID List, the system will also delete all the external letters.

2.

When the file is complete, you will notify the Candidate to sign the Certification of
Departmental Review by highlighting “Notify Candidate Dept Rev Cert” on the File
Actions drop-down menu and clicking “Confirm.”
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3. The following notification will be sent to the Candidate. The Candidate will be able to
request access to redacted copies of external referee letters or choose not to review
them.
You can add a message in the text box provided and then click Send.
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4. When the Candidate receives the email notification, they will log in and locate their
file. The review file detail screen will instruct the Candidate to either sign the
Certification of Departmental Review or request access to the external referee letters.
Refer to “Candidate Guide” for the email and screens the candidate sees when requested to inspect
the file, sign the departmental review certification or request access to the external referee letters.

5. If the Candidate requests for access to the external referee letters, the Department
Staff will receive an email notification (not shown). After the Department Staff logs
into AP Review and locates the Candidate’s file, the review file detail screen will
display a message to you that the Candidate is requesting access to external referee
letters. You will use the upload link to upload redacted external referee letters.
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For instructions on how to remove sensitive contents from a PDF, please refer
here.

6. To familiarize yourself with redaction guidelines and procedures, please refer to the
end of this document.
7. The number of redacted letters uploaded must match the number of unredacted
letters in the file, and the system is able to detect the numbers. If the numbers do not
match, you will receive an error message when you try to notify the candidate (in a
later step) that the redacted letters are available.
Note: The system can only detect whether equal numbers of redacted and unredacted
letters have been uploaded. It cannot determine whether each redacted letter
corresponds to the correct unredacted letter, so you must ensure that the letters
correspond.
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8. To notify the Candidate that access to the redacted external referee letters is
available, highlight “Notify Candidate External Referee Letter access granted” on the
File Actions drop-down menu and click “Confirm.”

9. If the number of redacted letters in the system does not match the number of
unredacted letters, you will receive the following error message below.

10. When the numbers of letters match, as in the screen below, you will be able to notify
the candidate that access has been granted by using the File Actions drop-down
menu, as shown in Step 8 above.
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11. The notification to the Candidate will appear, and you can add information in the
message box provided, then click Send.
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Refer to “Candidate Guide” for the email and screens the candidate sees when redacted external
referee letters are available and to sign the departmental review certification.

Note: The Department view of the bundled file will contain both the unredacted and redacted
letters.
12. After reviewing the redacted letters, the candidate will sign the departmental review
certification.
B.

Request for external letters during additional information request
If, later in the review process, higher levels of review requests for external referee letters
or additional letters, the process to upload letters and provide access to the Candidate is
similar to the File Preparation stage, but with a few additional steps.
The following only outlines steps to upload external letters. Please refer to the
Department Staff Manual which contains screens and instructions for responding to a
request for additional information (request for additional information could include
external letters, additional documentation, or clarification provided by the
Department and/or Candidate as outlined in the request from the Vice Provost).
1. After the Department Staff has chosen “As Proposed” or “Disagree” (example below
shows that the Department chose “As Proposed”), you will upload a Referee ID List
(AP-11) and sample solicitation letter.
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2. A link to upload external referee letters will appear. Once the unredacted letters have
been uploaded, along with any supporting documents, you may now upload the
Department’s response letter to the request for additional information.

3. Using the same procedures employed during File Prep, you will notify the Candidate
to sign the Certification of Access to Additional Materials.
Note: The Candidate can request access to a redacted version of the new external referee
letter(s) before signing the certification (please refer to Section A5-12 as the steps are similar).
When the Candidate has signed the certification, you will see a message on the file detail
screen directing you to upload a Chair’s Independent Letter (optional) and/or forward the file to
the Dean. Again, please refer to the Department Staff Manual, “Uploading a Chair’s
Independent Letter” as the steps are similar.
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